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A. Reading Comprehension: There will be 5 short articles and 5 恨的tions a貨er each article. ·Please 

identify the choice that best answers the qu的6個﹒（25 questions, 3 points each, total 75 points for Part A) 

Q 1-5 are based on “How Are Memories Stored and Retrieved”旭 Science on Jul. 1, 2005. 

The birth of the mod位n era of memory research is often pegged to the publication，旭 1957, of an account 

of the neurological patient H.M. At age 27, H.M. had large chunks of the t位nporal lobes of his brain surgically 

removed in a last-ditch effort to relieve chronic epilepsy. The surgery worked, but it left H.M. unable to 

remember anything that happened--or anyone he met-after his surg前y. The case showed that the medial 

temporal lobes (MTL), which include the 凶.ppo臼血tpus, are crucial for ma垣ng new memories. H.M. ’s case 

也o rev＇叫“， onclos叮 examination, that memory is not a monolith: Given a tricky mirror drawing t認KHM ’s 

performance 旭1proved steadily ov釘 3 days ev倒也ough he had no memory of his previous practice. 

Remembering how is not the S缸E巳 asrememb前ing what, as far 的 the brain is conc位ned.

Thanks to exp出ments on animals and the advent of human brain 出aging, scientists now have a wor油ig

knowledge of the various 隘且ds of memory as well as which p缸ts of the brai且紅e involved in each. But 

persistent gaps rem位且 Although the MTL has indeed proved 出tical for declarative memory一位ie recollection 

of facts and events 也eregionrem剖ns something of a black bo丸 How its various con司ponents interact during 

memory encoding and retrieval is u前臼olved; Moreover, the MTL is not the fi且al repository of declarative 

memories. Such memories 缸e apparently filed to the c師:bral cortex for long” term storage, but how this 

happens，組d how memories 缸E represented in the cortex, remains unclear. 

More than a cen仙q ago, the great Spanish neuro祖atomist Santiago Ramon y Cajal proposed也at m政ing

memories must require neurons to s甘engthe且 their connections with one ano也.er. D。但aat也e time held that 

no new neurons 前ebom 扭 the adult brain, so R扭曲ny C吋al made 也.e reasonable 的sumption that the key 

changes must occ叮 between e：討sting neurons. Until recently, scient誌ts had few clues about how 樹s might 

happen. 

Since the 1970s, howev缸， work on iSolated chunks of n釘vous-system tissue has identi古巴d a host of 

molecular players 迦memory formation. Many of也e same molecules have been implicated in both declarative 

a且d nondeclarative memory and in species as v紅ied as sea slugs, fruit 凹的， and rodents, suggesting that the 

molecul訂 mac.凶且位y for memory has been widely conserved. A key insight 企om this work has been that short

term memory (lasting minut的） involves chemical modificati口的 that 斑白棋.en e也ting connections, called 

synapses, between neurons, wh位巴的 long-term memory (lasting days or weeks) requires protein synthesis and 

probably the cons甘uction of new synapses. 

Tyiog this work to the whole-brain research is am吋or challenge. A potential bridge is a process called long

term potentiation (LTP), a type of synaptic streng也ening 也且t has been scrut出zed in slices of rodent 

hippocarnpus and is widely considered a likely physiological basis for memory. A conclusive demons仕ation

that LTP really does underlie m阻ory formation in咐o would be a big breakthrough. 
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Meanwhile, more questions ke句 popping up. Recent studies have found that patterns of neural activity seen 

when 姐姐姐al is le缸叫ng a new task 訂B replayed lat叮 dur垣g sle句﹒ Could 也is play a role in s也lidifying

memories?O油位work shows that our mem叮臨 are not as仕ustworthy as we gen間Ily assume. Why is memory 

so labile? A hint m且y come from recent stud扭曲at revive 也e controversial notion that memories 訂e briefly 

vuln叮able to manipulation each time they’re recalled. Finally, the no-n呵呵neurons dogma w叫 down in flames 

in the 1990s, wi也the demonstration that the hippocampus’。fall places, is a vir個al neuron nurs前y也roughout

life. The extent to which these newborn cells support le訂ning and memory remains to be seen. 

1. The reason why H.M. had most medial temporal lobes surgically removed was because he suffered 企om

(A) bra組 tumor. (B) epilepsy. (C) canc位. (D)migra詛.e. (E) insomnia. 

2. According to H.M. ’s symptoms aft位趾s br血 surge旬， which of the following stat咀.ent is correct? (A) 

H.M. had retrograde amnesia that he lost memories prior to 恤 surg叮﹒（B) H.M. had anterograde amnesia that 

he was unable to form new memories d位組S surg的﹒（C) H.M. improved co的id位ably on a mirror-tracing 

task. (D) Th位E訂ev訂ious 組nds of memory. (E) B, C, & D. 

3. According 的自z text, where is the fi且al storage site for declarative memories? (A) The medial temporal 

lobes. (B) Hippocampus. (C) C位ebellum. (D) Cerebral cortex. (E) A black box. 

4. Which stateme且t about the di宜釘ence between declarative and nondeclarative memory is 晶lse? (A) 

Declarative memory is facts and information acquired through learning, wh前eas nondeclarative m位nory is 

m位nory about perceptual or motor pro的dur臼. (B) Only declarative memory requir的 protein synthesis to 

cons仕uct new synaps臼. (C) The key molecules involved in both memories 訂e almost the s阻e. (D) 

Declarative memory is the type of mem口可r so profoundly impaired by H.M九 surg叮y. (E) Declarative memory 

deals with ‘what’, and nondeclarative memory deal弓 with ‘how’. 

5. According to 也e text, which of the following statement is co虹的t? (A) The dogm且也at no new neurons 

are born in the adult brain holds true. 但） A伽memory is consolidated 泊to long-term me血D旬， it is v叮 solid

and cannot be modified at all (C) Rar的n y Cajal proposed that memory formation occurs in synapse. (D) From 

in vivo studies, scientists 訂E very c位ta姐也且t long-term potentiation is the cell叫訂 mechanism responsible for 

memory. (E）。前memories are always trustwor仕iy.

Q 6-10 are based on“What Is the Biological Basis of Consciousness’, h Science on Jul. 1, 2005. 

The discourse on consciousrn的s has been hugely influenced by Re且.eD臼cart闊，也E French philosoph前who

in the mid-17th century declared that body and mind are m且de of di宜位自且t stuff entirely. It must be so, Desc甜的

conclud叫， because the body e也ts in both time and spac巴， wh位eas the mind has no spatial dimension. 

Recent scientifically oriented accounts of consciousness generally 吋的t Des cart郎，s solution; most pre缸

to tr翎t body and mind as d叮叮ent aspects of the same thing. In 也is view, consciousness emerges 企om 也e

prop釘ties and organization of neurons in the brai且 But how? A且d how c組 scientists, wi也 their devotion to 
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objective obs釘vation 缸id meas叮eme且L g剖且 access to the inherently private and subjective realm of 

consc的usness?

Some 血ights have come from ex阻ining neurological patie咄咄ose i吋宙間 have altered 由.eir

consciousness. D紅nage to certai且 evolutionanly ancient struct區的姐也E brainstem robs people of 

consciousness en:丘rely, lea討且g them in a coma or a p位sistent vegetative state. Aliliough iliese regions may be 

amast位 switch for consciousn臼s, tliey 紅e unlikely to be its sole source. Different aspects of consciousness 

缸e probably gen訂ated in different brain regions. Damage to visual 缸eas of位ie c巴：rebral cortex, for example, 

can pr。如ce s仕ange de宜cits limited to visual aw缸闊的民 One extensively studied patie訓， known 臼 D.F., is 

unable 切 identi句r shap巴s or determine the orientation of a 也垣 slot in a v位tical disk. Yet when asked to pick 

up a card and slide 扭曲rough也.e slot, she does so easily. At some level, D.F. must know the orie：且tation of the 

slot to be able to do this, but she seems not to know she knows. 

Cleverly designed exp叮iments can produce sirnil缸 dissociations of unconscious 組d conscious knowledge 

in people without neurological daniage. And rese位chers hope that sc扭曲ig the brains of subjects engaged in 

such tasks will reveal clues about the neural activity required for conscious aw紅eness. Work witli monkeys 

also may elucidate some aspects of conscious且ess, p訂ticul位lyvisual aw位·en的s. One exp前imental approach 

is to pr：臼ent a monkey with an optical illusion 由前 αeates 且可istable percept，＇’ loo組ng like one 出ng one 

moment and anoilier ilie next. (The orientation-flipping Necker cube is a well-known example.) Monkeys can 

be trained to indicate which version they p巴:rceive. At tlie same time, research巴:rs hunt for neurons 也at track the 

monkey’s perception, 旭 hopes that ili巴se neurons will lead iliem to the neural systems involved 垣 conscious

visual aw缸eness and ultimately to 組 explanation of how a p刮起叫訂 patt前宜。f photons hi位姐g 也e retina 

produces the experience of seeing, say, a rose. 

Experiments und前 way at pre治組t generally address only pieces of the consciousness puzzle, and v位y few 

directly address tlie most enigmatic aspect of the conscious human mind: the sense of self Y巴t ilie experimental 

work has begun, and if ilie results don’t provide a blinding insight into how conscious旦的S 缸色的企nm tangles.'· 

ofneuro血，也.ey should at least refine the next round of questions. 

Ultimately, scientists would like to understand not just the bio lo gi咽 ba血 of consciousness but also why 

it exists. What selection pr·臼sure led to its developme且t, and how many of our fellowαeatures share it? Some 

research位s susp郎t that consciousn的s is not unique to huma且且， but of course I且iUch depends on how the term 

is de自ied. Biological m位k位S for consciousness might help settle tlie m且.tt位 and shed light on how 

consciousness develops early in life. Such markers could also inform medical 4的isions about loved ones who 

紅E m an unresponsive state. 

Until fairly recently, tackling 也e subject of consciousness was a dubious c訂eer move for any scientist 

wiiliout tenure （組d p位·haps a Nobel Prize already in 也e bag). Fo的mately, more young rese缸chers 訂enow

jo扭扭g也e企ay. The unanswered qu臼tions should keep iliem-and 也E printing press臼－busy for many years 

to come. 
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6. What's Rene D臼C位tes p位spective on consciousness? (A） τ＇he mind and body 位e dist旭.ct and sep紅able.

(B) Consciousness emerg臼 from the activities of neurons in our bra四. (C) It is pos曲le for the mind to 阻st

without the body, and vice versa. (D) A & C. (E) None of above. 

7. Ac芯ording to the te泣， which of也e following st耳tement is co訂·ect? (A) The brainstem robs 缸e a master 

switch for consciousness. 。） Di盟主:rent aspe芯ts of consciousness 缸E likely generated in di能：rent brain regio且

(C) The patient D.F. can pick up a card and slide it through the slot easily without 治enti烏拉ng the orientation 

ofa thin slot. (D) D.F. had da血age to h叮討sual 帥的 ofthe cerebral co自在. (E) All of above. 

8. The purpose to present a monkey with 血 optical illusion thatα·eat es a “bistable percept”迫切：（A) check 

恥onk句，S eyesi曲t. 但） examine monk句，s br剖且 d缸nage﹒（C) understand 也E neuronal basis for monk旬，s

conscious visual aw位eness. (D) show monkey the kaleidoscope. 但） play with血onkey.

9. Which statement about ‘the sense of self’ is false? (A) It is about how one views onese眩， both th旬，inner'

and ’。ut仗， sel£ (B) It 扭曲e most enigma山 aspect of the conscious huma且 mind. (C) Animals can have 

consciousn唱ss, depe咀ding on how we define it. (D) A minimal 區nd of sense of self is necess缸y for 

consciousne心. (E) None of above. 

10. According to the te叫， w旭ch of也E fu !lo wing statement is co間也t? (A) A Nobel Prize Laureate is the only 

person suitable for 前udyi且g cons.ciousness. (B) Youn名 scientists should not study consciousness. (C) 

Se紅油ing for 也e biological m缸kers for consciousn巴：ss is a dubious c缸E位 move. (D) We know so little about 

也.e biological basis of consciousn臼s. (E)C&D. 

Q 11-15 are based on a re通earch article in Science Robotics on Dec. 20, 2017. 

For at least the last two millennia, human beings have endeavored to und位stand the syst咽sand mechanisms 

that make up the hu血組body, such as the principles of muscle control，也.e sensory rn位vous system that connects 

the ·brain and the bod昆曲.e mechanisms ofle缸訟ng in the brain, and the accomplishment of the simple act of 

walking. In recent ye缸s, technology has developed to the point wh的hu血血。id robots that mimic human body 

s甘uctures are now being constructed, and these enable us to study the systems in the human body by making 

humanoids or也rough experimental 訂ials in the real world. However, a limitatio且 of conventional humanoids 

扭曲at they have been d臼igned on the basis of the也ω討的 ofconventional eng旭eeri唔， mechanics, electronics, 

也d informatics. They 缸e also prim缸ily intended for engineering-oriented applications, such as task 

achieveme且t in da也y life, personal assistance, or disast位 response. By ∞曲ast, our intent is to design a 

hum姐。id based on human systems-including the musculoskeletal structure, sensory nervous syst咽， and

methods ofi且formation processing in the brai且一to support science-oriented goals, such as gaining a deep釘

understanding of也e internal mechanisms of humans. 

Ourrese缸ch tea血 has successfully developed musculoskeletal robot耳，也d it seems possible to use these to 

our stated purpose because 也ey imitate the huma且 musculoskeletal s仕ucture, support 也e flexible body and 

behaviors ofhumans, and support human-style muscle actuation using tendon－由ivenac·知ators. Howev巴r，也ose

musculoskeletal robots 訂e not accurate enough for our purpose企um an anatomical point of view, such as body 
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proportions, muscle arrangem間的， and joints甘UC仙尉， although their actuation do的 mimic human muscle 

contraction. 。也.er research te位m have also successfully developed muse叫.oskeletal robots from an 

anthropom血etic point of view. The body structures and shapes of their robots were inspired from humans，紅id

they provided effective schemes for controlli且g and modeling tho跨越凶s ofrobots. How的前， their robots were 

not capable ofp位forming whole-body motions because they did not have tendon-driven l句s for supporting 

也eir weight. 

Therefore, we propose a human mimetic hum組oid that provid臼 a high degree of anatomical fidelity切也B

human structure 個.dis capable of whole-body motions. We believe that such a human mimetic hum徊。id can 

provide new opportunities to advance science，訊1ch as in the 宜eld of musculoskeletal physical s出ulation, to 

capture and quantitatively analyze 也E internal data of a moving hum組 body using the sensors of a human 

mimetic humano址 H帥， we detail t隘的1gn principles of an anatomically correct human mimetic humanoid 

扭曲e following are臼：（i) body proporti1口的，（均 skeletal s切1ctures, (fu) muscle arrangement, and (iv) joint 

p叮furmance.

We also describe the development of 也E Kenshiro and Kengoro hu血ano迅s as ex訂nples. The hum叩

mimetic design concept is the common concept for each humanoid. Kenshiro is the first humanoid developed 

based on the concept, and then Kengoro was developed with a lot of improvements for a high位臼gree of 

fidelity to humans. These humanoids have anatomically co訂·ect musculoskele甜甜uctures in their bod帥， so

that we 切n evalua挖出.e fidelity of the musculoskeletal s甘UC個res relative to 由此 ofa human 

11. For more than 2000 ye帥， human beings have仕ied to get hold of. (A) the function of our sensory nervous 

syst巴瓜扭）也.e execution of simple act of walking. (C) the principles of muscle control (D) the mechanis!IlS 

of!e缸世ng in the hrain. (E) All of above. 

12. For tlie H血itation of conventional humanoid robots, which of the following statement is false? (A）甘iey

cannot p位form whole-body motions. (B) They are designed based the theo口的 of conventional engiri.e出ng.

(C) They 缸e primarily designed for disas個 response. 。J)They 位e design巴d based the theories of elec缸onics

and informatics. (E) They are pr旭缸姐y designed for p釘sonal assistance. 

13. m功成 is the limitation of the original developed musculoskeletal robots by the authors? (A) They did not 

support 也e 宜.exible body and behaviors of humans. (B) They did not have anatomical accuracy. (C) They did 

not have tendon-driven legs for supporting their weight. (D) They did not speak fluently. (E) All of above. 

14. Which of the following area(s) an anato由cally correct human由metic humanoid? (A) Joint pe曲rmance.

(B) Skeletal s凶ctures. (C) Body proportions. (D) Muscle arrangement. (E) All of above. 

15. Accord峙怕也ete：泣， which of the following statement is correct? (A) Kenshiro is the first a且atomically

correct musculoskeletal humano旭. (B) Kenshiro p位fof!IlS better than Kengoro. (C) Both Kenshiro and 

Kengoro have tendon－制V恆的個ators. (D) A & C. (E) B & C. 
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Q 16-20 are based on a “Working Life” article in Science on Apr. 7, 2017. 

After fini日組ng my undergrad studies, I did what many newly minted electrical engineers do 缸id moved to 

S也con Valley. Working at Apple, I W臼 living my dream of contnbuting 的也E very products I had always 

admired. Yet, after a couple of y官峙， I began to feel as though some出ng was miss旭g. I longed to better 

und釘stand the world beyond 也e ·realm of computers and find a new 企onti紅色r E直ploration. I had some 

misgivings about venturing into an unfa血iliar doma曲， but at the same time, I was excited by 出E prospect of 

diving into a discipline 胸口甜的 kuow an·州時 about. A伽much deliber泌的n, I ~ecided to take a risk by 

loo恤呂 for something completely outside my 侃pertisf毛 where 姐姐t叫isciplinary perspective might be. an 

asset. 

This search ultimately led me to graduate school to study biology. At first，社 was as ifI was start旭g over, 

taking classes I had by-passed as an undergr品duate, such as Introductory Organic Chemis仕y. But my motivation 

to m且st位 a new field made the experien臼自吋oyable rather than 企ustrati且g. Moreov缸， I was captivated by the 

sci enc暐. In my biology classes, I felt I was being o宜ered go旭即由ets of information that earlier generations 

ofresearchers had painst也ingly acquired. This sense of wonder made it easi叮 to re個m to homework and tests 

after a4-ye位 hiatus 企um school 

Onmyjoume于 to laboratory research in biology, bioi且form且tics served as some由ing of a bridge betwe明

the mountains of computational a且d exp訂出ental research. St位ting 丘。m famili缸 t位rain helped smooth my 

位也鉤的且， but climbing the peak of experimentation was still a steep le缸叫ngαJTVe, fraught wi血 weeks of 

optiI訟zing protocols and uncovering sources of位ror. It turns out that pipetting correctly for hours on end 扭

曲r more difficult 也且n it looks. 

But the time I dedicated to developing these skills was well spent. My background in bo也 computation and 

exp位扭曲tation gives me位ie perspective to understand the challenges 也且t each side faces, and 註祉lows me to 

choose the approach that is best suited for the problem at hand. Lucki勻， I have always had advis位s who 

encouraged me to cross between 宜elds and su﹔即orted me along the way. 

Yet, as I have progr臼sed 旭my academic c位E吭 I have noticed 由此也.e culture of science often emphasizes 

the differences between approaches, rather tha且 b也ilding bridges 也at integrate them. A research佐 could be 

either a biologist or a computer scientist, a theoreticia且 or an empiricist, a field rese紅ch仗。r a lab rat. Nowhf自

was this tendency more app訂閱I tha且扭曲e dichotomy between wet lab a且d dry lab rese訂ch. New grad問te

students often have to choose one or也.e o也er-eve扭曲。ugh ma且y scientific advances rely on a combination 

of approaches. 

In my vi自~w, we do our s個dents a diss位vice whf姐 we prep缸草也包E for only one domain of expertise. 

Graduate 前uden包 in bioinformatics should kuow not only how的 progra血， b叫t also how to pipette. S出ilarly,

stud個ts in 也B biological sciences sho叫d augment their expertise wi也 programm旭g, che凶s旬， statist悶， or

other complementary fields. They may not need to mast叮叮叮y top缸， but solid exp前ience in di能f甜的as

cans位ve them well as they develop their c缸eers.

Now，訟 I begin running my own lab, I aspire to teach s個dents av缸iety ofappro品泌的企om di任erent fields. 

I do not wish to create a wet lab or a的lab, but a “soggy’, lab, wh的scientists C祖 comfortablybridge domains. 
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This m且y require spendi且g E主.tra 討me to find and 仕ain studeD!包 who 訂BW也ing to er巨brace 自is approa品， but

I think that it w且I pay off in the long nm-much like my decision to leave Apple almost 10 ）月的 ago. In the 

end, the empowerment that comes from learning a ne珊 discipline m且kes the added effiirt worthw凶e. Now that 

I have been down that road, I hope to guide oth位s who are willing toαoss bridges in也e pursuit of science. 

16. Which professional field(s) the author is good at? (A) Bioinfurmatics. (B) Electrical engine釘ing. (C) 

History. (D) A & B. (E) All of above. 

17. Why did the author leave Apple 10 ye缸s ago? (A) He got fired. (B) He job-hopped to Google. (C) He 

decided top釘use a PhD. degree in Bioinformatics. (D) He got mar討ed. (E) He was sick. 

18. What does the author do now? (A) A profi的sor. (B) A web designer. (C) A real 的tate salesman. (D) A 

S個tistician. (E) A chemist. 

19. According to the text, which of the following statement is false? (A) The culture of science often 

emphas白s the di叮叮ences between approaches. 但） We should trai且 stud也ts for only one domain of expertise. 

(C) M組y scientific advances rely on the multidiscipli且缸y approach. (D) The au曲。r realizes that pipetting 

correctly for hours on end is difficult. (E) The author e吋oyed 趾s time at graduate school 

20. Why does the au也or want to create a soggy lab? (A) To teach students a v缸iety of approach的企om

di叮叮·ent 宜elds. (B) To 仕ain students mast叮叮叮y discipline. ( C) To break the dichotomy between wet lab and 

dry lab research. (D) A & C. (E) All of above. 

Q 21-25 虹e based on a re討ew article in Annual Reviews of Psychology in 2018. 

“Wome且缸E 企omVenus, men 紅B企omM缸S” is a phrase that is often used to explai且 obs叮ved differenc岱

旭 the way women and m扭曲ink, feel, 組d act. It conveys the inevitability of such differences by suggesting 

伽t men 組d women origi且ate from planets that are light羽ars ap剖，血抖抖啥也叫 they are 臼恤的ntly

different as they would be if they w的 separate species. 

There is no den抖時也at也ere are differeric的 betweenmen and women in many life domains. The qu的tion,

howev仗， is to what extent these di叮叮ences reflect the way men and women essent旭lly are, and to what extent 

they result from how we think men and women di宜位企omeachoth位because of gend位stereo句pes. Identi命ing

the nature and content of gend釘到前·eotypes clarifies the fact 血at they not only desαibe 句pical di宜erences

between men and wo血巴比 but also prescribe what men and women should be and how也.ey should behave in 

different life domains. 

In light of the visible evidence that men as well as啊omen can and do care for fa血ily members and 企iends

and that women 的 well as men can display high levels of p前formance 組d 但nbition, it would seem silly to 

ma旭tai且也at W缸血也句pifies （叫1) women 祖d competence charact前izes (all) men. 

Ind的d, at pr，臼ent, many people would be reluctant to explicitly make such clai血s. Nev位也.eless, their 

private convictions and implicit beliefs still often rely o且也.ese st位·eo句pical 訟soc：函ctions-without ·them 

抬到izing that this is 也.e case. For instance, in computerized reaction time tasks, people more quickly .iind 
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e晶rtlessly conn品d names and fac潤。fwom閥的 various aspects of family life, whe峙的 names and faces of 

men come more easily to mind when也拉起且g about professional c缸巴前s. Indeed, across di任erent cultur臼 a且d

contexts, even 銜。se who are reluct組t to cla扭曲且t women are less competent (i.e., do not endorse hostile 

sexist views) m且y still believe 由at women 訂E particularly sensitive a且d need to be protected by men (so-

called benevo le叫喝到sm).

People :find it difficult to reco伊ize that these more subtl且也d implicit beliefs may also reflect stereotypical 

views of women and men. Yet the gend釘到位∞肺臼 implicitly endorsed in t恤 way can overrule more 

explicitly stated intentions to 訂eat ·men and women equally. For instance, the a曲曲ation for st叮切句pical 

qualities of women that charact位izes endorsement ofbenevolent sexist views is associated with accepta且ceof

domestic violence 咚ainst women and a desire to res出ct their rights to regulate pregn個且y 位id reproductio且

In couples that implicitly endorse gend釘到ereo帥的垃也is way，自.e needs of the m且lep缸tner for intimacy 缸e

prioritized over the achievement ambitions of the female p位組位. In t的k cont既ts, benevolent and implicit 

rather 也姐姐ore hostile and explicit-re皇宮em臼S to gend位 stereo句pes cause women to downplay their 

achievements and a血bitions and to 臼nphasize their interpersonal skills. 

The power of implicit beliefs is also 咐ible among p訂ents, even those who claim that 伽y show no 

di叮叮ence in how 也叮raise boys and girls. Those who implicitly make gend釘到位ω句pical associations 訂e

more likely to behave differe凶lytow位d their sons than their daught位也 for inst伽ce, when disciplining the吼

Th呦， from av叮間ly age, chil.dren臨出.plicitly taught about gend位蜘切types and reproduce them in their 

own beliefs 血d behaviors. For inst組.ce, the 加lJ?licit assumption 也atm也 is not for girls is already obs釘ved

among girls at age m且a T趾s assumption becomes s他onger in adolescence and bett位 predicts academic 

a耐.ev官ment a且d enrolhnent pre宜Jrences than girls’ explicit views about gender and math. Thus, even though 

位plicit attitudes toward men and women have become more egalitarian over the years-and, in many cou且的es,

legislation is in place to enforce equal 訂閱恤翎t-at the implicit levei gend釘到前∞帥的 continue to shape 

ourjud伊ents and behaviors. 

21. What does 也E phrase “Women 缸B 企omVenus, men are from M位S’， mean? (A) In anci巴nt times, 

women lived in Venus, man lived in Mars. 但） The di宜的nces between women and men缸e huge. (C) Both 

wome且也d men love on E位也 (D) Both women and men are human beings. (E) All of above. 

22. Why do we need to identify the natuτ巴也d content of gender st位切仰的？ (A) Because women and m凹

的呻arate sp間的﹒（B) Because gender ~tereotypes presαibe what men and wome.且 should be. (C) Because 

gender st前切句pes pr閃出be how mean and women should behave in different life domains. (D) B & C. (E) A 

&C. 

23. According to the t剖， which of the following statement is correct? (A) All women are w缸問 whi位帥 all

men 缸e competent. (B) All women w組t to marry and have childr鈕， whereas all me：且 love sports. (C) The 

均licit gender st位叫P臼 continue to shape our judgments and beha咐。rs in daily life. 但） Gend位

stereo句pes 位e good attitudes and should be explicitly clai血.ed. (E) None of above. 
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24. Accord旭gto thet闕， what 位E也s drawback(s）。f“benevolent se到.sm”？ (A) Acceptance of domestic 

violence aga四tw。中.en. 但） Cause women to downplay their achievem扭扭叫 amb抽血 and to emph且也e

their interp位sonal skills. (C) The needs of the male partner for intimacy are prioritized over 也s achiev·個ient

位nbitions of the female p位個位. (D) A desire to restrict their rights to regnlate pregnancy 缸id reproduction. 

(E) All of above. 

25. By what age the iniplicit 臨umption that m也 is not for girls 扭曲st observed? (A) 3. (B) 5. (C) 7. (D) 9. 

(E) 15. 

B. Translation: Please read the following five passages and translate them into Chine明﹒（5 passages, 5 

points each; total 25 points for Part B) 

Passage #1 is adopted from a research article in Molecular Psychiatry on Sep. 時， 2017.

A new hypothesis, named the 'undirected susceptibility to cha且ge hypothesis’， posits也at selective seroto到n

reuptake inhibitor (SSRI）仕eatment does not drive changes in mood per se but, by in位easing brain plasticity, 

α·eat臼 awindow of opportunity for a change that is driven by也.equalityof the environment. In p訂tic叫缸， the

increase in seroto剖n levels, induced by SSRis, enhances neural plasticity and thus renders 也s individual more 

susceptible 切也B environme且t. Them剖且 consequence of such hypothesis is the lack ofunivocal outcome of 

ssiu ad回到跡ation: in a favorable en討ronment，甘eatment leads to a reduction of symptoms;by con仕的t, in a 

stressful environment, it leads to a worse prognosis. 

Passage #2 is adopted from a “Correspondence’, article in Nature on Dec. 21, 2017. 

In my exp位ience, by far 也.e most dis仕acting external noise is a conversation about an int叮esting topic of 

rese缸ch, parti＇叫叫y if it is SU也ciently close to my own work伽t I have to list且 Even if it do臼且ot directly 

affect my m阻ch, it st也 commands my intense concentration and attention to det泊ls of data，間也咽的恤，

computer coding and logical development An occasional disturbance of也is na個re is acceptable, given that it 

can lead to cross-fert到zation of knowledge and ideas. As head of a research group for almost 4。”的， I have 

surreptitiously fostered just such a scheme by using a comfortable co宜ee area 臼 a discussion platform with a 

blackboard to hand一個ddis仗的tly siting two more in the abutting ∞訂idors. 
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Passage #3 is adopted from a “News’, article in Science o團 Dec. 22, 2017. 

On 17 August, s♀ientists around the world witnessed something never seen before: One hundred and thirty 

million light-ye缸"S away, two neu仕on stars spiraled 旭切 each other in a spectacul缸侃plosion that was studied 

by observatories r缸iging 企om gamma ray detectors to radio telescopes. The blast confirmed sev官，raJ k句F

astrophysical models, r研ealed a birthplace of many heavy elemen紹， and t的ted gen前al relativity as never 

before. Especially rem位kable was the way the event was spo仗ed: by detecting the infinitesimal ripples in space 

itself; called gravit滋ional waves, that the spiraling neutron stars radiated before they merged. The merger poses 

puzzles that whet astrophysici粥， appetites for more such collisions. Through gravitational-wave astronomy, 

scientists also hope to see new types of events，割成i as mergers of a neutron st訂 and a black hole, which theory 

suggests 缸e rare, or supernova explosions of訟dividual stars in our Milky Way galaxy. 

Passage #4 is adopted from a review article in Biological Psychiatry on Feb. 1, 2018. 

Th位e has been an explosion of interest in the study of miαuorganisms inhabiting the gastrointestinal tract 

(gut microbiota) and their impact on hos_t heal也個d physiology. Accumulating data suggest that 泌的d

communication between gut microbiota and host systems could participate in disorders such as obesi旬， d旭.bet巴s

mellitus, and autoimmune disord前·s as well as neuropsychiatric disord位先 including autis血， anxiety, and major 

depressive disord位s. The conceptual development of the miαobiome-gut-brai且認is has facilitated 

understanding of也.e comp！巴X and bidirectional networks between gastrointes血且l microbiota and their host, 

highlighting potential mechanisms 曲。u耳h which 也is environment 旭fluences central nervous system 

physiology. However, uncertainty rem泊的 regarding 也e generalizability of controlled animal studies to 也E

more multifaceted pa仕em of human pathophysiolo釘， especially with reg位d to the th釘apeutic potential for 

neuropsychia仕ic health. 

Passage #5 is adopted from a “Editors’ Choice" article in Science on Aug. 藹， 2017.

The beautiful songs of male humpback whales 缸E composed of a sequence of sounds that is repeated to 

form a theme, and themes 紅e sung in a particular order to for祖 the song. Whale songs sometimes change 

rapidly, with males in one population quickly adopting the song type of another. To understand how learning 

of a new song takes place, Garl但是 et al. studied two ·rapid changes during which four clear recordings of the 

rare transitional stage between old and new songs were made. The males learned the new songs by joining new 

and old themes, sometimes creating a hybrid theme.τ忘is learτiing had aspects in common with that observed 

in certain songbirds 組d even humans. 




